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The Lover 

BASIC HUMAN DESIRES 

To attain intimacy 

To be attractive to others 

Help bring connection, love, inti-

macy, and joy 

PROMISE/QUOTE 

Love makes the world go round, 

but I only have eyes for you 

MAIN GOAL 

To help bring connection, 

love, intimacy, and joy. 

ROLE: Connector 

TRAITS 

Passionate 

Sensual 

Intimate 

Romantic 

Warm 

SHADOW TRAITS 

Desire to please others 

Ruled by emotion 

Fickle 

VALUES 

Devotion 

Connection 

Intimacy 

Love 

BRAND VOICE BRAND MESSAGE 

“Your striking beauty is  

impossible to ignore.” 

DRIVING FORCE 

Appreciation & Passion 

Sensuality 

Closeness 

Indulgence 

Affection 

Love 

Commitment 

FEARS 

Being alone or unwanted 

Rejection 

Loneliness 

Isolation 

Invisibility 

Contempt 

BRAND THEME WORDS 

EXAMPLE BRANDS 

Alfa Romeo 

Chanel 

Victoria’s Secret 

Tiffany & Co 

Magnum Ice Cream 

COMMON INDUSTRIES & 

CATEGORIES 

Fragrance 

Cosmetics 

Wine 

Indulgent Food 

Indulgent Travel 

SLOGAN EXAMPLE 

“The mechanics of emotion.”  

~ Alfa Romeo 

Sensual 

Empathetic 

Soothing 

Warm 

Affectionate 

Connected 

Love 

Pleasure 

Joy 

Divine 

Sensual 

Romantic 

Luxury 

Charming 

Passion 

Beauty 

Connection 

CORE DESIRE 

Connect to others 

 



LEVELS 

1. The Lover archetype is pretty surface level in terms of  

intimacy. This is where we find the pure pleasure-seekers — 

the casual fling or one-dimensional friendships. Connections 

may be established and are likely even passionate, but they 

are not truly intimate or personal.  

2. The Lover is all about forming deeper attachments and 

establishing commitments with who and what we love. We 

start to find fulfillment in these relationships.  

3. Brings us to a spiritual love. With a sense of wholeness 

and connection to others, it is a love that extends to mankind 

as a whole.  
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The Lover 
RISKS 

Could be too selfless or not grounded enough. 

ARCHETYPE IN ACTION 

The Lover archetype can show up in many industries, but is 

naturally seen in cosmetics, jewelry, fashion, and food. Wine 

and gourmet chocolate? Check. Spa treatments and beauty 

secrets? Check. Gifts just because? Check. With offerings like 

these, Lover brands help consumers to find love or  

friendships, show appreciation to others, become more  

attractive to others,  or pleasure their senses. 

Marketing for lover brands can run the gamut, depending on 

the type of love they represent. Deep jewel tones or fiery red 

are often used; or they may be softer more romantic tones. 

Elegant script typefaces or handwritten fonts can make an 

appearance. It may be friendly or could be edgy and erotic 

(of course sex sells — you got that memo, right?). In all  

cases, the marketing focuses on the consumer, making them 

feel special, and always has a strong emotional appeal.  

For Lover brands, customer appreciation is a way of life and 

is likely a big part of their business plan. Staying in good 

relationship with those they serve and providing customer 

service keeps the customer madly in love with them. (Cue 

heart eyes emoji here.)  

Organizationally, the Lover brand is intimate and elegant. It 

values partnerships and is collaborative and team-oriented, 

to the point of decision-making by consensus. Employees 

tend to be passionate about the vision and values, and  

quality of relationship throughout the organization is high.  

The passion of the Lover archetype is an asset. But it works 

both ways. On the negative side, passion can become  

jealousy, or in the case of brands, a competitiveness that can 

take over if not careful.  

CONSUMER PROFILE 

The Lover consumer is driven to connect with others. In the 

Western world, we live in a society that has become more 

and more individualistic. As a result, the void for true  

meaningful relationship keeps getting bigger and bigger. The 

Lover consumer will look to fill this void in a myriad of ways 

— from seeking out like-minded people to bond with, to  

creating the best version of themselves to attract others to 

them.  

Lover consumers want to feel special. They want brands that 

love them and that they can love back. If their needs aren’t 

met, brands risk losing them to a competitor that can make 

them feel special again.  

BRAND STRATEGY 

Marketing that focuses on making the customer feel special 

works well on Lovers, so ensure it always has a strong  

emotional appeal. Show a great deal of customer  

appreciation, as nurturing good relationships with those you 

serve is a way of life for the Lover.  

Reaffirm beauty  

Give people the "Red Carpet" treatment  

Help people feel appreciated  

Help people feel like they belong  

Connect to your audience  

Help people enjoy intimacy and build relationships  

Find ways to make others feel special  

Live life with passion and enthusiasm  

Ensure relationships are harmonious and pleasurable  

Use imagery that ranges from friendly, elegant, edgy and 

erotic  
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The Lover’s Sub-Archetypes 

The Lover 

Faithful and passionate, the Lover is all about intimacy and 

togetherness. Don’t think it stops at kisses and roses, however. 

The Lover’s DNA pushes beyond romantic feeling to a state of 

being. The Lover appreciates beauty in various forms and  

values collaboration. The challenge facing the Lover is letting a 

fear of being alone, disconnected, or ultimately, unloved,  

overtake them.  

MOTIVATION 

To appreciate beauty and value collaboration  

Chanel 

Haagen-Dazs 

Gucci 

BRAND EXAMPLES 

Estee Lauder 

Victoria’s Secret 

Nescafe 

The Romantic 

Charming and charismatic, optimistic and sociable, the  

Romantic can be intense emotionally. This sub-archetype may 

profess “you complete me”, due to a strong belief in the power 

of oneness that stems from a shared love. The Romantic can 

stumble over its own optimism, however. The challenge is in 

removing the rose-colored glasses and not getting caught up in 

the chase.  

MOTIVATION 

To inspire deeper personal connections  

Tiffany & Co. 

Godiva Chocolate 

BRAND EXAMPLES 

Pandora Bracelets 

The Companion 

The Companion is loyal and trustworthy, and is the comrade 

and confidante we turn to when we need a helping hand or a 

patient ear. This sub-archetype holds a deep respect for a  

person’s inherent value and values relationship. The  

Companion may be devoted to a fault — potentially leading to 

loss of self and a rise of dependency.  

MOTIVATION 

To show loyalty and devotion to those in need  

Lassie 

Kiva.org 

BRAND EXAMPLES 

Guide Dogs of 

America 

The Hedonist 

The Hedonist is the erotic and sensual sub-archetype. Living in 

the moment, and living for pleasure, the Hedonist seeks out the 

exciting things in life to indulge in. The Hedonist must be  

careful of indulging too much. This sub-archetype may also 

show disregard for others in pursuit of pleasure.  

MOTIVATION 

To live in the moment and indulge in pleasure  

Hugh Hefner 

Burning Man 

BRAND EXAMPLES 

Las Vegas 

Pan (the god) 

The Matchmaker 

The power of human connection and relationship dynamics are 

well understood by the Matchmaker, and this sub-archetype 

acts as a facilitator to draw people together. The Matchmaker 

uses strategy and intuition to spot patterns that can facilitate 

connections. The Matchmaker’s challenge is in allowing  

intuition to remain the guide when tempted to let judgment and 

personal agenda take over.  

MOTIVATION 

To facilitate connections  

eHarmony 

DonorsChoose.org 

BRAND EXAMPLES 

The Deal 

Amelie (movie) 


